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Updated 9/2013 
Etheric Chakras and Colors from first sub plane of the etheric 

(Sorry, no updated drawing yet) 
 

In order to continue to bring our work on the etheric more into current time Babaji has 
suggested several updates in the way that we run our etheric energy from the spleen to the 
etheric chakras. For the most part we’ll continue practicing the flow of prana through the 
spleen to the etheric chakras and aura in the Theosophical manner, but with a several 
important updates:  
 
1.  An updated placement of the etheric first chakra to the perineum, which faces 
downward between the rectum and genitalia. The etheric first chakras receives the red 
and purple flow from the spleen. 
2.  A "new" etheric second chakra at the pubic bone. The etheric second chakra faces 
forward and outward from the body,at the pubic bone. It receives the orange flow from 
the spleen.  
3. We are now working with the etheric colors at the first sub-plane of the etheric, the 
highest sub-plane of the etheric, instead of the 4th sub-plane of the etheric.  
4. At the etheric third chakra, (the navel chakra, which receives the green ray which then 
permeates the entire abdominal area), we will add a beautiful blazing sunset red flow 
from the spleen.  Just allow both the green and sunset red to permeate the abdomen. 
Some areas will drink in more green, some areas will drink in more sunset red. Allow it to 
find its own balance.  

 

 
All Seven Etheric Chakras 

 
1.  Etheric first chakra: faces downward from the perineum and receives 
violet and red flow from the spleen.  
2.  Etheric second chakra faces forward at the pubic bone and receives the 
orange flow from the spleen.  
3.  Etheric third chakra is at the navel and receives both a green and a 
blazing sunset red flow from the spleen chakra, both of which then permeate 
the entire abdominal region.  
4.  Etheric fourth chakra at the heart receives yellow and blue from the 
spleen. 
5.  Etheric fifth chakras: Both throat chakras, at the notch of the throat and 
larynx, receive a light blue flow from the spleen.  
6.  Etheric sixth chakras receives a dark blue flow.  
7.  Etheric seventh chakra at the crown receives a purple flow. 
 
 


